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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT  

 
Address: 2240 Brighton Dam Road, Brookeville Meeting Date: 10/26/2022 
 
Resource: Master Plan Site #23/82 Report Date: 10/19/2022 
 Grafton Holland Farm 
  Public Notice: 10/12/2022 
Applicant:  Duanne Epperly  
 (Miche Booz, Architect) Tax Credit: Partial 
     
Review: HAWP Staff: Rebeccah Ballo 
   
Case Number: 1007629  
 
Proposal: Comprehensive building rehabilitation, hardscape alterations, fenestration alterations, 

installation of a new roof, and other alterations. 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Staff recommends that the HPC approve the subject application with five (5) conditions: 
 

1. The final window schedule detailing each existing window and door, including its condition, 
details, and hardware components, and each window and door’s proposed replacement shall be 
submitted to staff for final review and approval prior to issuance of the HAWP. The final window 
schedule shall show the comparative details between the existing and proposed fenestration. 

 
2. The railing on the historic north porch shall be traditionally detailed with wood railings and 

balusters, with final review of compatibility and detailing delegated to staff.  
 

3. The original fenestration pattern on the south elevation will be retained and shown on the permit 
level drawings. 

 
4. Final specifications of the new metal roof and details on the installation methods shall be 

submitted to staff for final review and approval prior to issuance of the HAWP. 
 

5. Final approval of the mortar mix for all masonry repair, and a detailed drawing of the chimney 
proposed for reconstruction shall be submitted to staff for final review and approval prior to 
issuance of the HAWP. 

 
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION: 

 
SIGNIFICANCE:  Master Plan Site #23/82, Grafton Holland Farm 
DATE:  c1800, c1835, mid-1800s 
 
Excerpt from Places from the Past [updated information on construction dates and techniques are 
included in the narrative detailed in the staff report]: 
 

The Grafton Holland House represents the evolution of a house owned by the same family for 
over a century. It is one of three Holland farms in the Hawlings River Valley. The first eastern 
(left) section of the house was probably built about 1800. The one-story log structure has an 
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internal end chimney noteworthy for its substantial stone construction. In 1834, Grafton Holland 
inherited 92 acres from his father James Holland. Grafton is thought to have built the western 
section c1835, soon after his inheritance. Facing north the three bay dwelling has a two-story rear 
gallery porch. Like the two other Holland houses in the valley (Prospect Hill and Landgate), there 
is a blank end wall (west) lit only by two attic windows. The two structures were probably joined 
in the mid-1800s, before Grafton’s 1864 death. The farmstead includes a gambrel-roof bank barn 
and corncrib. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Subject property, with historic house marked by the blue star. 
 
PROPOSAL: 
 
The applicant proposes comprehensive building rehabilitation, hardscape alterations, fenestration 
alteration, installation of a new roof, and other alterations. 
 
APPLICABLE GUIDELINES: 
 
In accordance with section 1.5 of the Historic Preservation Commission Rules, Guidelines, and 
Procedures (Regulation No. 27-97) ("Regulations"), in developing its decision when reviewing a Historic 
Area Work Permit application for an undertaking at a Master Plan site the Commission uses section 24A-
8 of the Montgomery County Code ("Chapter 24A"), the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation (Standards), and pertinent guidance in applicable master plans. The pertinent information 
in these documents, incorporated in their entirety by reference herein, is outlined below. 
 
Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 
 
(a) The commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and 

information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is 
sought would be inappropriate, inconsistent with or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement 
or ultimate protection of the historic site or historic resource within an historic district, and to the 
purposes of this chapter. 
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(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 
conditions as are found to be necessary to ensure conformity with the purposes and requirements 
of this chapter, if it finds that: 
 
(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 
 

(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,           
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the 
purposes of this chapter; or 

 
(3) The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or private 

utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic district in a 
manner compatible with the historical, archeological, architectural or cultural value of the 
historic site or historic district in which an historic resource is located; or 

 
(4) The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied; or 
 
(5) The proposal is necessary in order that the owner of the subject property not be deprived of   

reasonable use of the property or suffer undue hardship; or 
 

             (6)     In balancing the interests of the public in preserving the historic site or historic resource 
located within an historic district, with the interests of the public from the use and benefit 
of the alternative proposal, the general public welfare is better served by granting the 
permit. 

 
(c) It is not the intent of this chapter to limit new construction, alteration or repairs to any 1 period or 

architectural style. 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

The Secretary of the Interior defines rehabilitation as “the act or process of making possible a compatible 
use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features, 
which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.”  Because the property is a Master Plan Site, 
the Commission’s focus in reviewing the proposal should be the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation. The Standards are as follows: 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal 
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that 
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural 
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. 

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their 
own right shall be retained and preserved. 
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5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a historic property shall be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of 
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials 
shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. 

8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If 
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity 
of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 

 
STAFF DISCUSSION: 
 
Background and 2021 Site Visits 
The Grafton Holland House is an early-to-mid 19th century farmhouse, which was constructed in three 
phases. The designation states that the earliest part of the house, dating to c. 1800, is the 1 ½-story eastern 
section (left side, as viewed from the public right-of-way of Brighton Dam Road). The 
westernmost/rightmost section dates to c. 1835 and is two stories, with two-level gallery porch on the 
south side (rear). The eastern and western sections of the house were connected via the construction of the 
two-story center section in the mid-1800s. The subject property contains several extant outbuildings, 
including the hay barn, corn crib, dairy building, cottage, and tenant house; the tenant house was 
approved for demolition at the July 28, 2021 HPC meeting.1  
 

 
1 Link to July 28, 2021 HAWP staff report for demolition of the tenant house: https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/07/I.F-2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-958637.pdf  

https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/I.F-2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-958637.pdf
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/I.F-2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-958637.pdf
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Fig. 2: Sequence of construction. 
 
Staff visited the subject property on December 2, 2021 and noted that all three sections of the house have 
a mix of materials and construction techniques, making it difficult to verify the sequence of construction 
via physical evidence. 
 
On the eastern section, areas where siding has deteriorated and/or been removed reveals frame 
construction, not log as stated in the designation. Additionally, the roofing on the south/rear slope has 
been replaced with standing seam copper, while the north/front slope is covered with tin. From inside the 
attic, cedars shingles are present in some locations beneath the tin roofing. Notable alterations include two 
areas of the rear porch that have been enclosed to accommodate separate bathrooms, as well as the 
addition of a second-floor rooftop bathroom, which is accessed from an altered window in the center 
section. 
 

Mid-20th century 

Mid-20th century 
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Fig. 3: Rear of the eastern section of the historic house, with previous alterations/bathroom additions tinted red. 
 
All three sections of the house share common features throughout, including a mix of cut nails and wire 
nails (the cut nails are not exposed enough to determine if they are Type A or B), hand-hewn joists in the 
basements and root cellar, locally found quartz and fieldstone foundations, a mix of circular saw marks 
and machine operated pit saw marks on the attic rafters and purlins, and pegged mortise and tenon joints. 
 
Staff also noted that the attic/roof construction in the eastern section (believed to be the earliest) and 
center (the latest, connecting section) share similar atypical ridge boards with centered lap joints and 
notched rafters at the wall plates. However, the rafters in the attic of the western section exhibit a different 
method of construction. In the western section, staff also observed hand carved numbers on the rafters, 
which were likely used during construction, as well as the year 1855 hand painted with plaster on one 
rafter. 
 
Based upon observations in the field, staff finds that the original log structure (eastern section) may have 
been altered and/or replaced with frame construction at some point, perhaps when the center section was 
constructed. This is supported by the matching atypical roof/attic construction techniques and materials, 
which at least indicate that the roof of the eastern section was replaced when the center section was 
constructed. 
 
Previous HPC Hearings and Recommendations  
The HPC heard the preliminary consultation for this proposal at its December 15, 2021 public hearing.2  

 
2 The link to the staff report is available here: https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/II.A-
2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-Preliminary-Consultation.pdf  

https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/II.A-2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-Preliminary-Consultation.pdf
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/II.A-2240-Brighton-Dam-Road-Brookeville-Preliminary-Consultation.pdf
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To summarize, the Commission was supportive of the applicant’s proposal and indicated that they could 
approve a HAWP with revisions. Recommendations and comments included: 

 
o Reduce the size of the proposed hyphen and addition. 

 Specific suggestions include: narrowing the hyphen, lowering roof lines, and 
reducing the size of the Media/Family Room and Bedroom 3 in the proposed 
addition. 

o Consider more traditional or porch-like designs for the proposed hyphen. 
o Explore converting existing outbuildings to living spaces, which may allow a reduction in 

the size of the proposed addition. 
o Consider a carport in lieu of the patio at the west end of the house for proximity parking. 

Current Proposal 
Since that hearing in December 2021, the applicants have scaled back the proposal substantially. All work 
items related to the bank barn have been removed and may be considered as part of a future HAWP. The 
new two-story addition with connecting hyphen has been removed from the proposal as well. The 
applicant has instead proposed a comprehensive and thorough rehabilitation of the historic house with 
limited alterations to the building and site.  
 
This HAWP is now for consideration of the following items: 
 

• Demolition of non-historic features including the west concrete garage and its associated elevated 
patio, demolition of concrete slabs around the main house, demolition of the first floor bathroom 
addition and 2nd floor bathroom dormer; 

• Replacement of all deteriorated wood windows, doors, trim, and siding where rehabilitation is not 
possible;  

• Fenestration alterations; 
• Installation of new standing seam metal roof; 
• Construction of new stone patio at grade with associated retaining walls; 
• Construction of new wood deck with exterior access stairs and new railing; 
• Construction of new 2nd story dormer on the east elevation; 
• Construction of new stone patio and screened in porch on east elevation; 
• Rebuilding one chimney and repairing other chimneys;  
• Restored basement windows and cellar access;  
• Rehabilitation of structural members, foundations, and other repointing and exterior repair as 

needed;  
• Installation of half-round metal gutters throughout; and, 
• Expanded driveway and turnarounds to be provided on site for enhanced access to accessory 

buildings. 
 
Demolition 
The applicant proposes to remove the rear porch bathroom enclosures and rooftop bathroom from the 
eastern section of the historic house. The demolition was proposed and favorably reviewed by the HPC. 
The applicant is also proposing to demolish the non-historic garage and patio on the west elevation.  
 
General Items: Siding, Windows, Doors 
The house has a mix of wood frame siding including several layers of clapboard and German lap siding. 
The predominant siding is 1”x6” German lap on the majority of the elevations. The applicant will save all 
exterior framing that is not rotted or deteriorated and replace all damaged siding with new 1”x6” wood 
German lap siding.  
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All windows that can be repaired or restored shall be as part of this proposal. Some windows are missing 
entirely. Other locations such as on the new dormer and egress openings will require all new wood 
windows. The applicant has not yet submitted a complete window survey and it is unclear from the 
notations on the floor plans which windows will be ultimately replaced. The window schedule proposes 
Marvin wood windows with detailing that the HPC has accepted for replacing historic windows. Staff 
will add a condition that the final window scheduling detailing each window, its condition, and showing 
the comparative details between the existing window and its proposed replacement be provided. This 
information should be submitted to staff for final review and approval prior to issuance of the permit. 
Similar comments apply to all the existing and proposed doors. 

New Construction - West Elevation: Patio, Deck, Railing, Hardscape 
The applicant is proposing a new stone patio to replace the garage slab on the west elevation. This work 
will be the same size as the existing concrete slab and will include stone-clad masonry retaining walls on 
both the north and south sides to retain the grade in substantially the same location as it currently exists. 
A new flagstone landing, constructed of concrete faced with stone, and stairs will traverse the southern 
portion of the patio leading to the wood deck which will be constructed directly above the patio. This new 
wood deck will have wood porch floorboards and will be supported by wooden posts set in concrete 
footings. The deck will tie into the existing porch on the north elevation. The applicant is proposing new 
metal cable railings at the northern porch, around the perimeter of the deck, and on the new stairs adjacent 
to the retaining walls and patio. The portion of the railing on the stairs will be painted black metal.  

The demolition of the existing concrete slab garage and patio would remove a non-historic feature and 
should be approved as a matter of course. The proposed design for the new patio and elevated deck will 
be built in this already disturbed area. The potential in this area for archaeological features is low given 
the degree and depth of ground disturbance and no archaeological investigations are recommended. The 
design of the hardscape will use cut stone and stone facing on concrete block for all visible portions of the 
work. This will help to tie the new and clearly modern construction both visually and materially to the 
historic building. This is the most visible portion of the house as it sits on a plateau above the adjacent 
stream valley and is approached from the gravel road below at Brighton Dam Road. Utilizing the 
previously disturbed below grade area for this new construction will not have a detrimental visual or 
physical effect on the historic architecture of the house, and could be easily removed in the future with no 
impact to the historic house, thereby satisfying SOI #9 and #10. Similarly, the deck about the patio will be 
constructed from all wood materials and will not have any adverse impact to the site. Staff has no issues 
with the modern metal railings and cables for the new deck itself, as this is a clearly acceptable method to 
differentiate modern from historic construction. The railings will have a very light visual ‘weight’. 
However, staff finds that the extension of this clearly modern railing design on to the historic north porch 
to be an inappropriate alteration. While the existing wood railings are not original to the house, and it is 
most likely there were no railings when this block was constructed c. 1835, staff finds that a traditionally 
detailed wood railing is the only appropriate choice for this location on the historic building itself. There 
is no need to provide a visual or material differentiation in this historic porch, and staff finds that the 
addition of this design feature is not-compatible with the historic building. Staff has added a condition 
that the railing on this portion of the porch be traditionally detailed wood, with final review of 
compatibility and detailing delegated to staff.  

New Construction – East Elevation: Dormer, Screened Porch, Hardscape, Basement Access 
On the east elevation, the new construction will be directly connected to the oldest/first period of 
construction. Information detailing in the staff report above and in the early survey forms do note that this 
part of the house has been altered several times already.3 The removal of the non-historic bathroom 
dormer on the southern facing roof of the east elevation would remove this modern addition. The 

 
3 The MIHP form is available here: https://mcatlas.org/hp2/hpdocs/M_%2023-082.pdf  

https://mcatlas.org/hp2/hpdocs/M_%2023-082.pdf
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applicant is proposing the addition of a new dormer to be centered on this portion of the roof; the new 
dormer would be constructed with a shed roof, triple-ganged wood windows, and faced with 1x6 German 
lap siding (the same siding proposed to be used throughout). The dormer would engage the historic roof 
at its ridgeline. The removal of the non-historic additions on this portion of the building (and as shown in 
Figure 3 above in red) should be approved as a matter of course. The newly proposed dormer is sized 
appropriately for this diminutive roof and portion of the house. The configuration of the windows and the 
size of the dormers distinguish this addition from the historic building, satisfying SOI #9.  
 
The infill bathroom additions on the first floor of the southeast elevation will be removed. The applicant 
is proposing to expose the exterior stone wall of the existing fireplace and construct a new screened in 
porch on this addition. The screened in porch will measure approximately 7.75’ wide by 17’ long. The 
screened in porch will be accessed by a new wood screen door, with associated wooden steps and handrail 
on the south elevation. HP Office documentation from the 1970s and 1980s show there was a small lean-
to covered ‘porch’ in this area. The newly proposed screened in porch is appropriately detailed, 
constructed of all wood framing and metal mesh for the screens. Much like its predecessor, this screened 
in porch could be removed without any impact to the historic building, and its compatible size, scale, and 
design make it an attractive addition to this side of the house.  
 
The applicant is proposing to restore and reconstruct a stone patio at grade along the south and east 
elevations per the submitted plans. A restored access hatch to the basement will be located within the 
patio area adjacent to the door to the screened in porch. The restoration of the basement hatch is an 
appropriate rehabilitation proposal and should be approved. The old concrete slab will be removed and a 
stone patio installed in this area per the proposed plans. This hardscape addition will have no adverse 
effect on the historic building and should be approved.  
 
Fenestration Alteration – South Elevation 
The applicant is proposing an alteration to the fenestration pattern on the first floor of the central bay. 
This portion of the building of the building is the most recent, dating to the mid-1800s, however it is an 
integral part of this historic building composition. It is constructed with a balanced and symmetrical 
pairing of windows on the south and north elevations. To accommodate sink heights in the kitchen, the 
applicant is proposing to replace the two original window openings with a ganged triple window opening 
on the first floor of the south elevation.  
 
While understandable from an interior design perspective, this alteration contravenes the SOI #2, 
specifically, “The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.” This middle 
addition to the house, constructed c. 1850s retains its Greek Revival-style elements, most notably the 
absolute symmetry of fenestration on both the north and south elevations. The HPC has been consistent in 
finding that when it comes to exterior alterations that are put forward in response to interior design or 
kitchen placement, that interior solutions must be found so as not to disrupt significant window patterns 
or other solid to void ratios. This fenestration pattern is a character defining feature of the building, 
indeed there are few to begin with for this spare and lightly detailed central portion, and therefore these 
openings should be retained. Staff has added a condition that the original fenestration pattern on this 
elevation will be retained and this change should be shown on the permit level drawings.  
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Figure 4: South elevation c.2020. The windows in question are outlined in red.  
 

 
Figure 5: Proposed south elevation. The windows in question are outlined in red. 
 
 
Roof Replacement  
The applicant is proposing to replace the deteriorated standing seam metal roof and install a new standing 
seam metal roof throughout. Close investigations in the roof of the various attic spaces in 2021 uncovered 
evidence of a previous wood shake roof installed beneath the extant metal roof. However, the 
rehabilitation standards do not require restoration of the first period roof, and the replacement in kind of 
the standing seam metal roof is an appropriate preservation option that meets the intent of the SOI #2, #4, 
#5, and #6. The metal roof should have seams no greater than 1” and corner seams hand turned in the 
field. No ridge caps should be permitted. Final review of the roof specifications and installation methods 
should be submitted to staff with the permit level drawings for review and approval.  
 
Chimney Rebuild and Repointing 
The applicant is proposing to remove the centermost brick chimney and reconstruct it with new interior 
supports. The interior portion of this non-functional chimney will be demolished to accommodate interior 
alterations. The HPC does not have purview over the interior changes. Rebuilding the chimney to the 
same height, reusing the existing bricks and matching new bricks exactly where old bricks cannot be 
reused, using only compatible Type O Mortar, will rehabilitate this character defining feature and will 
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also meet SOI #2, #4, #5, and #6. Final approval of the mortar mix and a detailed drawing of the chimney 
will be submitted to staff with the permit level drawings for review and approval.  
 
Gutters 
The applicant will remove all deteriorated gutters and replace them with new half round metal gutters 
throughout. Portions of the building that did not have gutters will have them installed along the drip edge 
of the roofs. This alteration will have no material effect on the historic character of the resource and 
should be approved.  
 
Driveway Turnaround 
The final alteration will expand the driveway in the southern farmyard to provide better access to the 
remaining accessory buildings.  This alteration will not remove or destroy any mature trees or extant 
outbuildings. Aerial photographs show there are no former outbuildings located in this area. 
Archaeological investigations should not be required since this change merely involves adding gravel to 
the area at grade and will not require excavation.  
 

 
Figure 7: Excerpt from Sheet G01 showing the existing gravel driveway. 
 

 
Figure 8: Excerpt from Sheet A01 showing the expanded gravel turnaround within the red circle. 
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
 
After full and fair consideration of the applicant’s submission, staff finds the proposal consistent with the 
Criteria for Issuance in Chapter 24A-(b)(1) and (2), and having found it consistent with the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, #3, #5, #6, #9, and #10 as outlined above. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application with five (5) conditions as 
noted on page 1, and under the Criteria for Issuance in Chapter 24A-(b)(1) and (2), and having found that 
the proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of the historic resource and is compatible in 
character with the purposes of Chapter 24A;  
 
and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, #3, #5, #6, #9 and #10; 
 
and with the general condition that the applicant shall present an electronic set of drawings, if 
applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to 
submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits; 
 
and with the general condition that final project design details, not specifically delineated by the 
Commission, shall be approved by HPC staff or brought back to the Commission as a revised HAWP 
application at staff’s discretion; 
 
and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they 
propose to make any alterations to the approved plans.  Once the work is completed the applicant will 
contact the staff person assigned to this application at 301-563-3404 or 
rebeccah.ballo@montgomeryplanning.org to schedule a follow-up site visit. 
 
 
 

mailto:rebeccah.ballo@montgomeryplanning.org
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1 VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST SHOWING EAST SHED ROOF WITH LOW EAVE & WEST PATIO, c. 1985
   Provided by Ingrid Solem (apparently included in HPC Recommendation, Oct 1985)

HISTORIC CONDITIONS

EXTERIOR PHOTOS

2 VIEW FROM SOUTHWEST SHOWING GARAGE ELEVATED PATIO, RAILING & HIGH AWNING, c. 1979
   Provided by Ingrid Solem (apparently included in ACHS Summary Form, Sept 1979)



APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
301.563.3400

APPLICANT:

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Tax Account No.: _________________________ 

AGENT/CONTACT (if applicable):

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Contractor Registration No.: _______________ 

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE: MIHP # of Historic Property___________________________

Is the Property Located within an Historic District? 

Is there an Historic Preservation/Land Trust/Environmental Easement on the Property? If YES, include a 
map of the easement, and documentation from the Easement Holder supporting this application.

Are other Planning and/or Hearing Examiner Approvals /Reviews Required as part of this Application? 
(Conditional Use, Variance, Record Plat, etc.?) If YES, include information on these reviews as 
supplemental information. 

Building Number: ________________ Street: ______________________________________________ 

Town/City: __________________________ Nearest Cross Street: __________________________________ 

Lot: ____________ Block: ___________ Subdivision: _______ Parcel: _____

TYPE OF WORK PROPOSED: See the checklist on Page 4 to verify that all supporting items 
for  proposed work are submitted with this application. Incomplete Applications will not 
be accepted for review. Check all that apply:
� New Construction
� Addition
� Demolition
� Grading/Excavation

� Deck/Porch
� Fence
� Hardscape/Landscape
� Roof

� Shed/Garage/Accessory Structure
� Solar
� Tree removal/planting
� Window/Door
� Other:__________________

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct
and accurate and that the construction will comply with plans reviewed and approved by all necessary
agencies and hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of owner or authorized agent Date

For Staff only:
HAWP#______________
Date assigned_______

__Yes/District Name_________________
__No/Individual Site Name_________________

Duane Epperly duane@epperly.me

Miche Booz Architect

20833

mbooz@michebooz.com

Brookeville15 High Street

Gaithersburg

3017746911

2088222600 Fitzgerald Drive

01780901

-

Grafton Holland Farm

2240 Brighton Dam Road

Brookeville

- - 0501 P311

Golden Valley Lane

M: 23-82

Pool

975256

HAL 2.0
Text Box
1007629

HAL 2.0
Text Box
00719470



Prakash, John & Elizabeth Liv Trust
19737 Golden Valley Lane
Brookeville, MD 20833

Duane Epperly
22600 Fitzgerald Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20882

Miche Booz
208 Market Street
Brookeville, MD 20833

Sunnymeade Homeowners Assn
19727 Golden Valley Lane
Brookeville, MD 20833

Gaskill William H 3RD & K T
19709 Golden Valley Lane
Brookeville, MD 20833



Description of Property: Please describe the building and surrounding environment. Include information on significant structures, 
landscape features, or other significant features of the property:

Description of Work Proposed: Please give an overview of the work to be undertaken:

 - tree removal to be discussed as needed. - miche 

HAL 2.0
Text Box
Stabilization + renovation of historic farm house and outbuildings. The 2-story frame house will have the exterior siding and finishes restored and interior renovated with preservation of original woodwork detailing. 

HAL 2.0
Text Box
Farmhouse in significant disrepair. Structural work necessary foundation to roof. Many elements have non-original repairs, need replacement for structure/energy. Renovation for accessibility requires adding/modifying +/- 6 windows, improving doors, site access. New to match historic as is possible. 



Work Item 1:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:

Work Item 2:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:

Work Item 3:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:



HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT 
CHECKLIST OF 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Required 
Attachments 

      

 
Proposed 
Work 

I. Written 
Description 

2. Site Plan 3. Plans/ 
Elevations 

4. Material 
Specifications 

5. Photographs 6. Tree Survey 7. Property 
Owner 
Addresses 

 
New 
Construction 

 
* * * 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Additions/ 
Alterations 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Demolition 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Deck/Porch 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

*  
* 

 
Fence/Wall 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Driveway/ 
Parking Area 

 
* 

 
* 

  
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

Grading/Exc
avation/Land
scaing 

* * 
 

* * * * 

 
Tree Removal * * 

  
* * * * 

 
Siding/ Roof 
Changes 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

  
* 

Window/ 
Door Changes * * * * * 

 
* 

 
Masonry 
Repair/ 
Repoint 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* * 

 

* 

 
Signs 

 
* * * 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
 

    



















G80

1 VIEW FROM NORTHWEST

EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXTERIOR PHOTOS

3 VIEW FROM SOUTH

2 VIEW FROM SOUTHWEST

4 VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST



G81

1 VIEW OF GARAGE FROM WEST

EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXTERIOR PHOTOS

3 VIEW IN GARAGE LOOKING NORTHEAST

2 NORTH PORCH + ELEVATED SLAB

4 NORTH FOUNDATION WALL AT PORCH



G82

1 VIEW OF EAST SECTION DURING STRUCTURAL STABILIZATION

EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXTERIOR PHOTOS

4 ROTTED STRUCTURE AT COLLAPSED SHED ROOF AT BATHRMS

2 EVIDENCE OF STONE PATIO FOUNDATION

6 DEGRADED ORIGINAL FNDTN + STRUCTURE AT SE 

3 ROTTED SILL + RESTORED FNDTN AT NW

5 HISTORIC SIDING AT 2ND FLR BATHROOM DORMER

























A90

REFERENCE AERIAL VIEW FROM EAST-SOUTHEAST, 1974

COMPARISON VIEWS 

AERIAL VIEW FROM EAST-SOUTHEAST, PROPOSED

HIP PORCH ROOF, STANDING 
SEAM METAL, EAVE TO BE 
7’-6” MIN ABOVE FLOOR

REPLACEMENT BATHROOM 
DORMER CENTERED ON ROOF

FLAGSTONE PATIOS + STEPS, 
INTEGRATING STONES FROM 

ORIGINAL PATIO/FOUNDATION

COLLAPSED/ DEMOLISHED 
SHED PORCH ROOF, LOW 
EAVE AT +/- 7’ ABOVE PATIO

DEMOLISH NON-ORIGINAL BATHROOM 
DORMER; SEVERLY DEGRADED + 

STRUCTURALLY UNSOUND

DEMOLISHED SCREENED 
PORCH AT DECK SITTING 
ON PATIO

SCREENED PORCH ON 
WOOD DECK ON STONE 
FOUNDATION 



A91

REFERENCE AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTH, 1974

HISTORIC COMPARISON VIEWS 

AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTH, PROPOSED



A92

AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTHWESTAERIAL VIEW FROM NORTHEAST

RENDERED VIEWS OF PROPOSED WORK



A93

AERIAL VIEW FROM SOUTHWEST

RENDERED VIEWS OF PROPOSED WORK



A94

AERIAL VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST

RENDERED VIEWS OF PROPOSED WORK



A95

GROUND LEVEL VIEW LOOKING NORTHWEST

RENDERED VIEWS OF PROPOSED WORK

GROUND LEVEL VIEW LOOKING NORTH



A96

GROUND LEVEL VIEW LOOKING SOUTH

RENDERED VIEWS OF PROPOSED WORK
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